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SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE:

PRE-SCHOOL

HEADMASTER’S INTRODUCTION

I

ndependent Schools have been hitting the headlines
recently. We appear to be an easy target, and rather
than being proud of the great education that schools
such as ours offer, there appears to be a desire to harm
a respected institution that is revered around the world.
ISC Chief Executive Julie Robinson said
“Any commitment to abolishing independent
schools is an attack on the right of parents
to choose the education best suited to their
child’s need. Fundamentally, you do not
improve education by tearing down excellent
schools”. When I met with her recently, we
shared the same view that we must all engage
in a positive conversation about what really
matters: how to build upon what we have in
order to improve education for all children.
At Scarborough College I am proud of the
all-round education we offer, and in the
summer I saw Upper Sixth pupils depart for
great universities around the world, ready to
make a positive difference and an impact on
society. We could all learn from how they
communicate and the character they have
shown - in their exams, on a sports field,
on the stage or even in the North Sea surfing!
We have children from over 20 different
countries who have a great social conscience
and hopefully some will become politicians
in the future. To help that hope along,
I am delighted to announce that we will
be offering Global Politics as an IB subject
from September 2020.
I want to congratulate our pupils for what
they have achieved, both the impressive
examination results in the summer and for
the many things highlighted in this packed
edition of Horizons. I also want to thank our
staff and the new teachers who have already
made such a great impact. Finally, I am
proud that we are a Round Square School,
and I want to wish our three Year 9 pupils
well as they embark upon school exchanges
in Canada, Australia and New Zealand.
Guy Emmett
Headmaster

LITTLE

OWLS

I

n preparation for Fathers’ Day, Little Owls hosted
their annual Fathers’ Day lunch at the College.
“This is so much better than my memories of
school dinners!” said Grandad John.

Not long before the students broke up for summer,
the Pre-school pupils enjoyed an end of term trip to
Playdale Farm where they could see farming machinery
and get up close with a range of farm animals.
Just before the Little Owls said goodbye for their
summer holidays, they were treated to one last
experience, thanks to Go Wild Animal Encounters.
The children and staff were very brave when they
were shown terrifying tarantulas and slippery snakes including an enormous Burmese python! Some of
the pupils were even courageous enough to handle
the creatures!
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PREP SCHOOL
YEARS 3-6 TRIP TO

ALPAMARE

S

carborough’s Alpamare, with its four water slides, was a fantastic treat
for Years 3-6. The open top bus to get there was just as exciting!

FIRE
SAFETY
N

ee naw, nee naw! The Fire Brigade
arrived at school in May to talk to the
Prep School children about fire safety.

Pupils had the chance to look around the fire
engine, try the thermal imaging camera and ask
hundreds of questions. Children were asked to
pester their parents into checking their smoke
alarms regularly and to ensure they knew what
to do in a fire emergency. Although the visit
was much fun, the children learnt some very
important messages about fire safety.

PRIMARY SCHOOLS’
CSI SCIENCE DAY

INFANTS

TRIP TO THE

BALLET

T

he infants really enjoyed their visit
to Bridlington Spa to watch ‘Puss
in Boots’ by the Northern Ballet.
The show, which has been featured on
CBeebies, combined ballet with musical
theatre and brought the much loved
children’s story to life for a new generation
of theatre goers. The show was quite
spectacular and the children were treated
to a delicious lunch as well!

T

THIS TERM, SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE PLAYED HOST TO FIVE LOCAL
PRIMARY SCHOOLS FOR THEIR ANNUAL YEAR 5 SCIENCE DAY.

his year, the visiting children had the task of
assisting the CSI team in solving the mysterious
disappearance of Dr Dusty-Pants. With five
possible suspects, the children analysed evidence that
had been gathered from the crime scene to determine
‘who dunnit?’.
As part of the investigation, they completed compound
and fibre analysis, blood type testing, identifying
fingerprints, and pen chromatography.

The children had a great day and managed to
successfully discover the culprit of the crime.
Thanks go to the College Sixth Formers and staff
for putting together an inspiring Science Day for our
visitors. Congratulations to East Ayton, Seamer and
Irton, Hunmanby, St Martin’s and St Peter’s Primary
schools on being awarded their CSI Certificates.
The College looks forward to welcoming more Year 5
pupils to another inspiring Science Day next year.
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PREP SCHOOL
THEATRE TRIP

F
PREP SCHOOL
CROSS COUNTRY

COMPETITION

ifty children from Years 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 travelled
to Leeds for the matinee performance of ‘Joseph
and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat’ on the
afternoon of 13 June.

The performance starred Jaymi Hensley, formerly of the
boyband Union J (The X-Factor), in the title role of Joseph.
The production was watched keenly by the children (and
staff) who sang along to many of the songs including
Close Every Door To Me, Any Dream Will Do and Go,
Go, Go, Joseph.
A great show with a fabulous company, outstanding singing
and dancing, lavish costumes and set designs resulted in
some extremely excited children returning to Scarborough
that evening!

YEAR 6 VISIT

TO CATS PLANT

TEESIDE
Y

ear 6 enjoyed a great day out to Teesside where they were
invited to visit the CATS pipeline distribution centre.
Pupils had a tour of the site and were told about gas
production, pipeline distribution and heat transfer. They were
also able to learn how to join pipes together with flanges,
gaskets, nuts and bolts.
On the return journey they used the transporter bridge across the
Tees at Middlesbrough. All in all an excellent educational visit that
really got our young minds thinking about how things work!

YEAR 6 TRIP TO

S

carborough looked amazing as 184 children from 20 schools
took on the formidable Holbeck Hill Cross Country Challenge.
With the beautiful backdrop of the Scarborough harbour, the
children ran across the beach and up the steep climb to the top of
Holbeck Hill.

SLEDMERE

Y

Special congratulations go to Ben Guthrie, who was the fastest
College pupil on the day. Ben came third in the boys’ race, just
behind Harry and Alfie Coles (both of East Ayton). Rebecca Addison
(Hunmanby), Chloe Johnson (all the way from Durham), and
Elsa Lees (Weaverthorpe) were the top three finishers in the
girls’ race.

ears 5 and 6 enjoyed an adventurous camping trip to
Sledmere this term. They participated in a man-hunt,
capture the flag in Dalby and built dens whilst
Mr Horton successfully guarded the fire!

The second day saw a day visit to a mixed farm in Market
Weighton where students were engaged in an excellent
presentation by Mr Ed Robinson! The children somehow also
found time to entertain their visitors from Years 3 and 4!

Every child who took part in the race should be proud of their
achievement. To start and finish the race was a feat in itself.

YEAR 6 VISIT

TO SCARBOROUGH

CASTLE
Y

ear 6 experienced a great afternoon at Scarborough Castle.
The sun was shining, the sky was blue and Mr Horton
was as entertaining and interesting as usual!

The College is lucky to be situated in such a beautiful location with
so much local history to soak up!
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PREP SCHOOL

PRODUCTION

‘PORRIDGE’
F
ollowing the success of ‘SuperStan’ last summer,
Mr Richardson, ably assisted by Miss Cox, directed another
offering by Craig Hawes. ‘Porridge’ was a mash-up of all your
favourite nursery and fairytale characters! Goldie Lox, portrayed by
Jessica Taylor-Burks, alongside Junior Bear played by Robin Pattison,
uncovered a dastardly plot by Billy Riley’s Papa Bear, to achieve world
domination through his chain of Porridge Pot Diners!
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PREP SCHOOL

SPORTS DAY
P
re-school and Prep school sports days took place under beautiful
blue skies this year, complete with great races, cream teas
and very competitive parents’ races!

Congratulations to Charlie Sutcliffe and Kate Swiers for winning the
individual competitions. Thanks to our amazing estates team for making
Bramcote Field look so good for the occasion.

Unbeknown to the characters, the diner had been serving award winning
porridge - the recipe having been stolen from Olivia Dockerty’s comical
Old Mother Hubbard! Goldie and Junior enlisted the help of Jack Spratt,
Private Detective, confidently played by Atticus D’Arcy, and of course
chaos ensued! With some rather dopey henchmen in the form of the three
Billygoats Gruff (Ben Guthrie, Jack Milburn and Harry Robinson) and
a bunch of inept police officers added to the mix - what could possibly
have gone wrong?
Both matinee and evening performances went down a storm and plans
for the next production are already afoot! However, the 2020 production
is a closely guarded secret - currently locked in the school vault!
And no, we can’t be bribed to reveal details…...or can we?

PREP SCHOOL SPEECH

& PRIZE GIVING

T

he Prep School Speech Day was held under a
beautiful blue sky and saw the largest audience
for many years. We were entertained by the Chamber
Choir and Katy Ren playing the piano, followed by guest of
honour - author Rowland White - who spoke passionately
about friendships. In particular, he described the bond
formed between the crew of the Vulcan bomber that took
part in the Falkland conflict in 1982 and the subject of his
book Vulcan 607.

After a tasty lunch, Years 5 and 6 took on their parents at
both cricket and rounders. Two closely fought contests.

WILKIE RETIRES

THE END OF AN ERA

W

ell, what can we say about Wilkie that really does him
justice? Wilkie joined Bramcote in 1989 after teaching
at King’s Rochester, Kent and soon became an honorary
Yorkshireman – he even has a season ticket for Scarborough FC!
From the moment Scarborough College joined with Bramcote
School in 2012, Wilkie has been the ‘go to’ man for everything...
from his role as Assistant Head (Academic), teaching Geography,
ICT and Games, helping and taking part in school productions!
Teaching swimming and going on School Trips, Wilkie has thrown
himself 110% into school life and made such an impact with his
versatility and willingness to help students and colleagues that he
will be sorely missed.
We wish him all the best in his retirement and hope he will come
back and visit us when he has time.
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SENIOR SCHOOL

YEAR
7
INDUCTION DAY

W

hat a great way to spend your first day at Senior School!
Our new September 2019 Year 7 pupils got to experience
all that Scarborough College has to offer. Lessons in
African drumming, French with Madame Marshall, Science with
colour changing potions, plus an informative Q&A session with
Mrs Colbourne - Head of Year 7.
Lunch was Fish and Chip Friday - the Holroyd Howe way.
Then the students were literally thrown in at the deep end with
their first experience at Wykeham Lakes with Bay Watersports
in order to prepare them for our amazing Yorkshire Grit programme.
There were plenty of smiles and many new friendships were
made. The College looks forward to welcoming them all back
in September.

MFL TEACHERS’
SUMMER SERENADE

CONCERT
A
busy musical year came to a close one pleasant
evening towards the end of June with the Summer
Serenade Concert.

Students showcased some exquisite performances and
were joined by several of the music staff, proving that
at Scarborough College: ‘those who can, teach’!

CONFERENCE

T

he MFL department was delighted to welcome 		
Dr Gianfranco Conti to the College on Thursday 13 June.
Dr Conti is currently one of the World’s leaders in
delivering and developing MFL in education.

The MFL staff at Scarborough College were amongst twenty other
delegates from different parts of the country. They had a fantastic day
learning and being shown how to apply new and innovative teaching
pedagogy in the classroom. As a result of this successful day, the
MFL staff are now working to incorporate these methods into their
daily teaching.

S

LAMDA SUCCESS

carborough College students took
70 different LAMDA exams this
May resulting in a further 100%
pass rate. With 64% being a Distinction
and 32% a Merit, the Drama department
celebrated another bumper set of results!

with the highest Public Speaking
mark of 93 - also the highest overall
mark for the senior school! Whilst
Geraldine Denya and Lotta Bradjic
(Year 13) achieved the highest Acting
scores, each achieving 91 marks.

Particular congratulations must be
extended to Harris Atkinson (Year 7)

Our Year 11 leaver Ella Rose Wood,
who will be attending Italia Conti in

September, received the highest Musical
Theatre mark of 90 in Grade 8 Gold
Medal Musical Theatre Exam.
Atticus D’Arcy celebrated the highest
Verse and Prose mark of 86 gaining
the highest Prep school mark overall.
Finally, Sophie Curry took two different
exams, receiving Distinctions for each.

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL STUDENTS INVOLVED.
AS EVER, THEY HAVE DONE US PROUD!
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BOARDING LIFE
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ACTIVITY WEEK

A

ctivity Week got off to a flying start
in College with Year 7 and 8 pupils
involved in a STEM day, designing
and building marble runs. Later in the week,
they were taken to Dalby Forest to participate
in orienteering and shelter building which
included the infamous water-tight test!
Year 10 also had an action packed week
which included a day at Wykeham Lakes,
coastal walking and a day surfing down at
North Bay. As you can imagine, the students
were exhausted by the end of the week and
ready for their summer holidays!

Trip to Castle Howard

Willersley Sweet 16 Birthday celebration

Bankory Pizza making night

Farewell BBQ

For students remaining in College during
activity week, the programme was jam-packed
with many different activities and opportunities.
It was a superb way to round off the school
year! Take a look at some of the pictures of
what students have been up to!
Flamingo Land Trip

Pizza at the Beach

YEAR 7

LAKE DISTRICT

M

ore than thirty Year 7 students returned in a tired
but very happy state from the Lake District at
the end of Activity Week. They had enjoyed a
wide variety of challenges that included abseiling down
a cliff face, caving in the Dales and kayaking across
Lake Windermere. A particular highlight was the
opportunity to plunge into cold water and scramble up
a narrow mountain ghyll in Coniston. The confidence
and resilience displayed by all who participated is a
testament to the skills they have developed through
the Yorkshire Grit programme.

Paintballing
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GOLD D OF E

LAKE DISTRICT

I

n what was possibly the worst weather for many years,
ten students headed over to the Lake District for their
four day Gold D of E Walking Expedition during the
May Bank Holiday.
Their routes, plotted months in advance, should have taken them
through some of the most beautiful scenery - had they been able to
see it! Low cloud, and constant rain meant such views of the Lake
District were somewhat tainted, but the students never lost heart
and were still upbeat every night as they trudged in to their next
campsite, wet and bedraggled.

YEAR 10 +

BARCELONA

S

tudents returned from Barcelona
having visited some world
famous landmarks including
the La Segrada Familia - which is
still not finished!
They had exceptional weather and were
very complimentary about Blanes - the
area in which they stayed.
As for our Lower Sixth, the students
were grateful for a sunny break after
their intense studies in the first year
of their IB courses. Not a bad way
to spend the last few days of the
College term!

They truly deserve their Gold Award, not just for navigating
through unknown territory, but persevering through atrocious
conditions. Well done everyone!

L6 LYKE

YEAR 8 & 9
BATTLEFIELDS
A
n informative, emotional and
rewarding educational experience,
the ‘Battlefield Trip’ remains
popular with students and staff alike,
and this year was no different.

Visits included the Lochnagar Crater, the
town of Albert and its basilica, La Bois
Francois, Point 10, Newfoundland, Ulster
Tower, Connaught Cemetery and Thiepval,
and of course not forgetting The Somme.
The students had a curious respectfulness
about them and broadened their
understanding of the impact of war
through the writings of Siegfried Sassoon,
Robert Graves and Wilfred Owen.
A very emotional service was attended at
The Menin Gate where Riley Tomlinson
and Charlotte Smith had the honour
of laying a wreath of remembrance.
Riley was also selected to read the
Exhortation; a very proud moment.

WAKE WALK
5
.00 a.m. in the morning, the sun was just coming out from
behind the clouds, staff and students had already been in
the school minibus for two hours and were now expected
to walk forty two miles along the Lyke Wake Walk from
Osmotherley to Ravenscar.

The students also learnt more about trench
warfare through their visit to Hooge Crater
and the reconstructed trenches and their
dedicated museum. Lyndon Pettit and
Kelsey Moore were able to handle and fire
an original WW1 rifle which was loaded
(eventually) by Sergeant Wilson!
On the last day of the Battlefields tour,
the students were taken to Hill 60 on the
outskirts of Ypres, a vantage point of
importance that was keenly fought over
during the war. And the final activity
of the trip. Quiet reflection at Tyne Cot
Cemetery on the impact of war whilst
listening to the Ballad of Willie McBride.

Some students, including Harvey Redfern,
managed to locate the names of lost
relatives in the cemetery, whilst others
took note of the thoughtful words that
were prepared and written on crosses and
cards and placed on individual graves.
An exhausting, but hugely rewarding
trip, that the students will remember
for the rest of their lives.

This was the challenge that faced twenty-six of our Lower Sixth
students and three members of staff back in June. The day began
perfectly and all twenty-nine walkers made it to the halfway point
at Rosedale Head - just in time to sit and have some lunch whilst
the weather was still good!

YEAR 9 BRONZE D OF E

QUALIFYING
EXPEDITION

F

our Bronze D of E groups have been out and about
testing their navigational abilities, teamwork
and ‘Bear Grylls’ survival skills this summer in
preparation for the challenges that lay ahead.

Not everyone wanted to carry on as dark clouds were looming
on the horizon. There were a few blisters and many aching feet.
ten students and two staff carried on across the Moors, but the
weather was closing in just as they were heading over the
toughest part of the walk.
The challenge to get to the end before dark fell was unfortunately
out of reach for some leading to early retirements at Ellerbeck.
However, two smaller groups had made such good progress they
were able to continue and despite the torrential rain and appalling
weather conditions, they soldiered on and made it to the end just
before daylight ran out. Nine students completed the feat, the last
of them coming in at the finish line at 8.45 p.m. after walking for
sixteen hours! Congratulations to all that took part! Who will be
up for the challenge next year?
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UK MATHS

EBOOKS AND AUDIOBOOKS
NOW IN THE COLLEGE LIBRARY

S

carborough College Senior Library now offers great
stories in ebook and audiobook formats. On the bus,
on the beach, on the go, or at home, our pupils and
staff have access to great reads 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
365 days a year!

their own reading list, reserve books on loan to other students,
and request titles they’d like to be added to the collection in
future. With dyslexia-friendly settings, students can customise
their reading experience, and even listen to an audiobook
while reading the same ebook across two different devices.

Our wonderful new collection of 1250+ ebooks and 500+
audiobooks is accessible via Chromebooks and a userfriendly app on devices (iOs, Android, and Windows).

Browse, log in, and read/listen online at:
scarboroughcollege.wheelers.co

After initial successful trials with small groups of students,
the ePlatform app by Wheelers books, has been launched
to groups of staff and students throughout the summer term.
So far, the feedback has been incredibly positive and borrowing
levels are climbing.
Pupils and staff can borrow up to two ebooks and audiobooks
at a time for a 14-day loan period. They can save favourites to

Download the ePlatform by Wheelers app from your app
store, find Scarborough College Library, log in and browse!
It really is as simple as that!
With sincere thanks to the Friends of Scarborough College,
whose generous gift helped make this investment possible
and to Jackie Daly (our librarian) for the invaluable time
and effort she has put into delivering this wonderful resource
to students.

CHALLENGE

D

r Chen is delighted to announce
the results of the UKMT Junior
Maths Challenge. This was a national
competition in which 260,000 students from
across the UK sat the Junior Maths Challenge.
Roughly, the top 6% received a gold certificate
and the next 13% a silver certificate.
Special congratulations to Toby McTurk
(Year 7), who achieved a gold certificate
the highest score in the College, best in
year and an invitation to sit the Junior
Mathematical Olympiad. Ebin Kurian,
(Year 6), who achieved a gold certificate, and
Jacob Taylor-Burks who achieved the highest
score in Year 8, receiving a silver certificate,
closely followed by Harry Cammish who also
received a silver certificate. Many students
at the College managed to do well enough
to receive a bronze award. These included:
Charlotte Walker, Lucia Peters, Lily Blythe,
Maisy Smith (Year 8), and Kate Barker,
Tom Hazledine, Yoyo Wang, Sabeeka Ahmad,
Shalom Ajayi, Edwyn Elliott-Hobson, and
Nathaniel Baumann (Year 7).
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SPORT ROUNDUP
U12 GIRLS’ U9/U11 AND U13 BOYS’

TENNIS STOREY CUP
DOUBLES

O

ur Junior Boys’ Cricket
teams enjoyed an
opportunity of a lifetime
as they took part in the Storey Cup
and had the chance to showcase
their skills on the same pitch as
many previous cricketing legends.

CHAMPIONS

O

ur U12 Girls’ claimed success as they
were crowned champions at the recent
inaugural Tennis Doubles tournament
hosted at Queen Margaret’s. In a true showcase
of their backhands and forehands, the girls
battled through a number of closely contested
games to triumph as champions.

SENIOR GIRLS’

CRICKET

O

ur Girls’ cricket team reached many
milestones this season, first of which
was the fielding of two competitive
teams at both U13 and U15. Both teams had an
opportunity to put their skills into practice as
they took part in a number of fixtures during
the summer term with both teams claiming
bragging rights as they remained undefeated
throughout the season.

An enjoyable day was had by
players, coaches and spectators
as we were treated to closely
competed games with Terrington.
Thanks must be extended to
Scarborough Cricket Club for
hosting the tournament day and
providing this opportunity to
our students.

CHAMPIONS

O
(Pictured: Kate Barker, Tilly Stringer,
Lucy Barker, Lucy Russell)

ur U14 Girls’ claimed success as they
retained their District Champions’ title
for a third consecutive year. For many
of the girls it was the first time they had picked
up a hockey stick in several months, but they
proved that class is permanent as they stormed
to a 13 - 0 victory in the final.

SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE HOST

UK LIONS’ HOCKEY TEAMS

D

uring the summer term, Scarborough College hosted the U12 and U13 UK Lions’ Hockey
teams to a set of pre-tournament warm up fixtures as they prepared for their upcoming
national tournaments. Spectators came out in their numbers as they were treated to a
hockey spectacle filled with goals and moments of brilliance from both sides. A fantastic day
of hockey as we look forward to hosting the UK Lions again in the near future.

HITS THE RANKS
THIS YEAR SAW TRIATHLON INTRODUCED TO THE
PANTHEON OF SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE SPORT.

A

s the fastest growing sport in the UK at present, it has made its debut at the College
with great success. This year, the team have attended two training days at the
York Sport Village where they underwent individual time trials in each of the
three disciplines and entered numerous cross-country and swimming galas to fully
prepare for the year’s big event - the Driffield Triathlon.
At Driffield, Scarborough College swept the board with both Ozzy and Tilly Stringer
winning their respective races. Also, special mention must also go to Harry and
Jack Marcroft, Kate and Lucy Barker and Harriet Swiers who also performed extremely
well on the day all coming in the top 5 of their race categories. The year was topped off
with a trip to the Manchester Cycling Centre for a day in the BMX and Velodrome track.
This year has been just the start and future plans include extending this opportunity to the
Prep School. The College also intends to enter a wider range of triathlon events throughout
the year.
Opportunities are open to pupils and parents who have an interest in getting fit, or to those
students who wish to represent the school next year.

GIRLS’ HOCKEY

U14 DISTRICT

TRIATHLON

PENTATHLON
UK TASTER DAY

T

owards the end of April, Scarborough
College hosted the Yorkshire Region
qualifier of the GB Pentathlon Laser
Run. It was great to see a number of our
College boys and girls compete in such a
tough challenge. Well done to all!

Please see Mr. Jackson or Mr. Cunningham for further details.
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CELEBRATING

SUCCESS
BY MS HELEN DEVINE COSTA

F

riday 26 June heralded our final ‘Celebrating Success’ assemblies
of the year. The assemblies are used to celebrate the academic
and extracurricular successes of the students.

Throughout the year ‘House Points’ are awarded for academic work whilst
‘Stars’ are awarded for conduct, contributing to school life and being an
all round ‘good egg’. The students collect the rewards on their reward
cards and these are logged on the system by their tutor and traded for a
treat at snack time.
Across Years 7 - 10, the final assembly acknowledged the achievements of
49 Bronze and 19 Silver House Point badge winners along with 39 Bronze
and 23 Silver Star winners.
All the Gold badge winners deserve special recognition for their efforts.
Congratulations to all of the students who have received a badge this year they should wear them with pride!
On behalf of all the students. I would like to take this opportunity to thank
all the Heads of Tier who worked so hard to make sure that successes were
recognised and helped to deal with problems when they arose. I know they
are looking forward to meeting their new year groups in September, hearing
about Summer achievements and targets for the year ahead.
This is also a farewell from me as I head off to the bright lights of Hong
Kong. Thank you to all the students, parents and staff at the College who
have welcomed myself and my family into this wonderful school. It has
been a short, but sweet stay. I will miss you. The Brazilian half of my family
have a great word for this ‘Saudades.’ Roughly translated, it means missing
home, friends, family and everything that you hold dear. So to Scarborough
College, “ficarei com muitas saudades!’’ Until we meet again…
Gold Housepoint Badge

Ellie Jackson
Toby McTurk

Year 8

Sibelle Baz
Elliot Burnley
Jacob Taylor Burks
Sienna Watts
Harry Cammish

Jacob Taylor Burks
Sienna Watts		

Emily Hazeldine
Sherry Zhang

Tilly Marley
Riley Tomlinson

Year 10

Leah Fisk

T

his year ‘Bring It North’ were asked to perform on two
consecutive nights at the SSE Arena in Wembley for the
‘Voice In A Million 10th Anniversary Concert’. As a member
of the budding pop group who found fame on BGT, Toby McTurk
took to the stage with his bandmates and delivered knockout
performances (available on Youtube) to audiences in excess of
12,000 people.
Further to this, during the Easter holidays, Toby took part in
another performance, this time alongside his fellow students at
MXMasterclass in London. They were asked to form a choir to
support ‘Collabro’ on the final performance of their tour ‘Road to
The Royal Albert Hall’. This was the second time in the past year
that Toby had been asked to sing as part of the MXM choir at The
Royal Albert Hall. Toby says he feels extremely lucky that he has
had so many fantastic opportunities over the past 15 months and
to have performed at some truly amazing venues.
The College is committed to supporting Toby in pursuing further
opportunities, and we look forward to seeing what is next!

ROYAL WINDSOR

HORSE SHOW

B

ack in May, three of our students headed south to compete
at the renowned Royal Windsor Horse Show. Tilly Fenton
managed a clear round and the team finished on 8 faults in
8th position out of 23 teams; a fantastic achievement! Equestrian
Team member, Lily Blythe, was particularly impressive and
qualified for the Eventing Championships later on in the year.

Gold Star Badge

Year 7
Kate Barker
		

Year 9

TOBY MCTURK

LOUIS BECKETT

SIGNS FOR HULL CITY FC

C

ongratulations to Year 11 student Louis Beckett,
who’s hard work and determination has resulted in
him scoring a Football Scholarship with Hull City
Football Club - the mighty ‘Tigers’,
Well done Louis - we look forward to seeing what you
can do!
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TOM PARKIN

- WATERSKIING

T

om Parkin started the 2019 waterski season with
some solid competition results putting him in strong
contention for a place on the Under14 GB team.
Securing a place will see him compete in the European
Championships in the South of France later in the summer,
in the Slalom, Trick and Jump events.

MAISY SMITH

SWIMMING
M

aisy, a Year 8 pupil, is an up and coming swimmer at the College.
She recently gained five County Championship qualifying times for her
age group. She also achieved personal bests in all seven races, knocking
ten seconds off one of her races since March! Maisy also qualified to take part in
the ‘Skins’ relay race. This is a knockout race against six other mixed teams and
after knocking four teams out Maisy (the youngest qualifier!) and her partner
won the final race, coming from behind! Maisy trains in the pool twice a week at
5.00 a.m. before school, on a Sunday and two evenings, along with three strength
and conditioning sessions in the gym, when she is not actually in the pool.
It is clear to say she is dedicated and passionate about her sport and that the hard
work and training is paying off. Good luck Maisy with the championships in October.

Photo credit @skiable Instagram

EAST RIDING
MILES I ANSON

- FISHING FOR GLORY!

A

fter a gruelling last term of IB exams, Miles took the
opportunity to join fellow anglers on an expedition to sample
some of the world’s finest game fishing. Deemed the angling
capital of the world, the Florida Keys are renowned for big fish and
Miles wasn’t disappointed!

Miles used his piscatorial skills to battle with some true leviathans
including Lemon sharks, Blacktip sharks, Blacknose shark, Goliath
grouper, Barracuda, Dorado plus many other species. But pick of
the bunch was Miles’ epic 90 minute battle in 95C heat with a true
giant, a 700lb Hammerhead shark which was over 11ft long. In true
Jaws style the gigantic mammal dragged the boat and Miles over a
mile further out to sea before it was finally subdued at the side of the
boat. The creature was so big, it was difficult to get a photo of the
whole fish. Finally the shark kindly released Miles and the boat to
fight another day.
Next time Miles is going to need a bigger boat!

RUGBY TRAILS

T

hree U13 College boys, Dominic Haley, Tom Melling
and Jacob Taylor-Burks, were recently nominated by
the College to attend the Yorkshire ERDPP rugby trials
following their impressive successes when representing the
College and their clubs throughout the season.
Following recent trials, the boys now eagerly wait to hear if
they have been selected for their age groups at county level.
If they are, this will lead to further training, and hopefully
representative matches.

UNIFORM
FASHION SHOW

I

n May we saw the official launch of the College’s new uniform
from suppliers SchoolBlazer. With any change comes anxiety
and uncertainty, but for the majority of parents, pupils and staff
this was an exciting chance to catch a glimpse of what our students
will be wearing from September 2019.

We look forward to welcoming everyone back in September, looking
smart and proud in their new school attire and sports kit ready for
the 2019-20 academic year and beyond.

PROM AND
LEAVERS’ BALL
T
he Year 11 Prom and U6 Leavers’ Ball continue to be highlights on the College
calendar and were attended by many students and staff. These nights mark the
end of the hard work and successes of the year.

Photos of our young adults celebrating the end of exam season and getting ready for a
relaxed summer can be found online: scarboroughcollege.co.uk/news/u6-leavers-ball-2019
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